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Yanir Harel & Co. was founded by
Adv. Yanir Harel and specializes in
insurance claims. Over the years, the
firm developed a unique expertise in
representing insured private persons
and business entities in claims
against insurance companies.

A leader in management
of insurance claims
The firm is a leader in its field of
expertise, namely management of
insurance claims, and its leading legal
team is well known for its expertise in
conducting legal proceedings against
insurance companies. The firm’s
staff has extensive knowledge and
experience in the field of insurance
that enables the firm to successfully
manage all the required proceedings
against insurance companies.
Adv. Yanir Harel has 20 years of legal
experience specializing in insurance
and is one of the leading lawyers
in Israel in the field of insurance
claims. Up until 2012, he was a
partner in one the largest and most
prominent law firms in Israel, through
which he represented insurance
companies and organizations in
legal proceedings in courts and
legislative procedures in the Knesset
(The Legislature in Israel). Over the
years Adv. Yanir Harel acquired
profound legal knowledge in the field
of insurance in Israel.
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Adv. Yanir Harel
published a leading
insurance book
In 2018, Adv. Yanir Harel published
a leading book entitled “Evidence Law
in Insurance and Road Accident Claims”
through the prestigious Perlstein
Ginosar Publishing House. The book
quickly became renowned in the field
of Insurance Law and was purchased
by the Courts Administration for the
libraries of the courts of Israel and by
libraries of universities and colleges.
Adv. Yanir Harel is a member of the
Insurance Committee of the Israel Bar
Association and deals with issues
relating to insurance legislation and
insurance legal arrangements.

Representing in a variety
of insurance fields
The firm represents private
and business claimants in legal
proceedings arising from insurance
policies, and particularly in fields
relating to loss of working capacity
insurance, liability insurance,
long term care insurance, chronic
illness insurance, personal accident
insurance, health insurance, life
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insurance ,commercial property
insurance and road accident events.
The firm’s considerable legal
experience and comprehensive view
of the field of insurance in Israel,
establish unique advantages that help
their clients reach substantial legal
achievements.
In 2018, the firm gained the Dun and
Bradstreet Credibility Mark.

Our values are the
source of our success
The firm’s staff strongly strives for
success and implements values such
as professionalism, thoroughness,
listening, innovation and excellence.
These values are the source of the
firm’s success and the foundation of
its professional legal activities.
Our firm provides its clients
with credible and professional
representation by incorporating the
uncompromising approach of our legal
experts with innovation and advanced
legal tools.
Over the years, the firm has earned
much acclaim and many client
references following its notable
achievements in providing successful
and professional legal representation.
Our office is located on the 20 th
floor of the Alon Towers 2 in Tel
Aviv. The firm invested significant
resources to establish the advanced
and modern office that serves its
•
staff and clients.

